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A message from WSDOT

I am pleased to share the Washington State Department of Transportation’s Toll Division 

Annual Report for fiscal year (FY) 2019 (July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019). 

The Toll Division marked a milestone in June with the 10-year anniversary as a division 

within WSDOT. While some of our older tolled facilities – the Tacoma Narrows Bridge 

and the SR 167 HOT lanes – predate the division it became apparent in 2009 that a team 

dedicated to overseeing tolled projects was necessary. At that time the state received 

a Federal Urban Partnership grant to implement a tolling program on SR 520 and at the 

same time WSDOT was studying I-405 express toll lanes.

Looking to the future, in 2019 the Legislature authorized tolls for express toll lanes 

between Renton and Bellevue and made the SR 167 HOT lanes permanent while 

extending them to SR 512. This will create a 50-mile express toll lane corridor to provide 

a reliable trip for transit, carpoolers and drivers on the eastside corridor. It also authorized 

tolling for the Gateway Program which completes SR 167 and SR 509 connections to I-5. 

The legislation bonds the toll revenue for these roads and provides a list of projects to be 

funded by bonded toll revenues. 

In each Annual Report, we outline our overarching division business goals, and share 

highlights from the past year.

High quality customer service

The Good To Go! system now serves over 1.6 million customers, when combining both 

Good To Go! and Pay By Mail customers, and processed nearly 53.3 million toll trips during 

FY 2019, up from 52.7 million toll trips during FY 2018.

Outstanding program delivery and operation

The Toll Division has continued work to deliver the new Good To Go! customer service 

system and updated toll billing system will improve the customer experience by offering 

new payment options to better fit customer needs and give more options when paying 

tolls. While the new back-office vendor, ETAN, continued to make progress, delays in 

development and testing resulted in delays in transitioning to the new system.

Proactive, transparent communication

This year the Toll Division embarked on a comprehensive educational campaign in 

preparation for the start of tolling on Seattle’s first toll road – the SR 99 tunnel. The goal 

of the educational campaign is to encourage drivers to get a Good To Go! pass to pay the 

lowest toll rate in the tunnel and other toll roads in Washington. As a part of this effort, 

WSDOT launched an incentive program to give SR 99 tunnel drivers a free Good To Go! 
sticker pass. The Toll Division will continue the educational campaign through the start of 

tolling including outreach and briefings, media and social media engagement, marketing 

and in-language outreach to reach the broadest possible audience.

Edward Barry | Director, WSDOT Toll Division
December 2019
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Highlights from Fiscal Year 2019

Tolling in Washington state 

For over the last decade, Washington state has used tolling as a strategic tool to help manage 

congestion, enhance mobility, fund public improvement projects, and generate revenue required 

for ongoing operation and maintenance costs of existing facilities. Toll facilities are authorized 

by the Washington State Legislature, and the Washington State Transportation Commission 

establishes the toll rates and exemptions. The facilities noted in this report are either already in 

operation or authorized for tolling by the Legislature:

Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 current toll facilities
• State Route (SR) 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge

• SR 167 HOT Lanes

• SR 520 Bridge

• I-405 express toll lanes from Bellevue to Lynnwood

Future facilities
• SR 99 tunnel (tolling begins on Nov. 9, 2019)

• I-405 express toll lanes expansion from Renton to Bellevue

• Gateway Project completion of SR 167 and SR 509

TNB
15.5 M

SR 167
1.7 M

SR 520
26.4 M

I-405
9.7 M

Total Transactions 53 MILLION
62%

Good To Go!
Pass paid

Good To Go!
Pay By Plate paid

Paid at Toll Booth
(TNB)

Pay By
Mail

19%7% 12%

3.5 M 33.1 M 10.1 M 6.6 M

300,000 MORE
TRIPS COMPARED TO FY 2018

TOTAL TRIPS (MILLIONS) FY 2019

TNB $85.5 M

SR 167  $3.9 M

Total Revenue $218.6 MILLION

$10.2 MILLION MORE
COMPARED TO FY 2018

SR 520 $96.1 M

I-405 $33.1 M

GROSS REVENUE (MILLIONS) FY 2019
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Highlights from Fiscal Year 2019

The cost to collect a toll

In FY 2019, it cost WSDOT an average of 43 cents to collect a toll for a trip made with a 

Good To Go! pass. Other methods available for customers to pay tolls, including Pay By Plate 

and Pay By Mail, are more expensive to collect. Customers choosing to use these more expensive 

payment methods pay a higher toll rate, which is intended cover the extra cost for WSDOT to 

collect the toll.  

When looking at all payment methods, the average cost to collect was 67 cents and the average 

toll was $3.83. All net revenue above the cost to collect the toll is reinvested back into overall 

roadway operations, maintenance, construction and debt service as directed by the Legislature.

COST TO COLLECT TOLL PER TRANSACTION

FY 2019

Average cost to
collect toll

Average toll

$3.83

$0.67

$0 $0.50 $1.00 $1.50 $2.00

Toll Booth at
Tacoma Narrows Bridge

Pay By Mail

Short Term
Account

Good To Go!
Pay By Plate

Good To Go! Pass

How the cost to collect is calculated

The cost to collect analysis uses operating costs found in toll financial statements, which includes 

vendor costs for customer service and toll equipment maintenance, mailing and credit card fees, 

WSDOT staff and consultant work. In addition, toll traffic and revenue and customer service data 

are also incorporated.

In order to more accurately reflect ongoing operational costs of tolling, WSDOT continues 

to make refinements to how the cost to collect is calculated. In FY 2019, WSDOT removed 

one-time customer service center replacement capital expenditures which do not reflect 

ongoing operational costs. WSDOT also added new data available regarding the length of time 

it takes call center representatives to field various calls, updated the number of vendor staff 

conducting various activities at the customer service center and updated how credit card fees 

are distributed based on more detailed toll revenue data by payment type.
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Cost to collect trends in FY 2019

Historically, the cost to collect a toll paid through a pre-paid Good To Go! account was similar 

regardless whether it was paid using a Good To Go! pass or by registering the license plate (Pay 

By Plate). Given the refinements to the cost to collect methodology described above, the cost 

to collect a Pay By Plate toll is 35 cents higher than a Good To Go! pass.

WSDOT will continue to monitor this trend into the future and after transitioning to a new 

Good To Go! toll system and customer service center.

TOLL TRIPS BY PAYMENT METHOD IN FY 2019

Tacoma
Narrows

Bridge

 SR 520
Bridge

I-405 Express
Toll Lanes

0 100%

14% 23% 63%

15% 20% 65%

22% 9% 13% 56%

SR 167
HOT Lanes

100%

Toll Booth Pay By Mail

Good To Go! Pay By Plate Good To Go! Pass
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WSDOT Strategic Plan in action

The business administration team (pictured above) takes WSDOT's strategic plan to heart

Inclusion

One of the goal areas for WSDOT’s strategic plan is inclusion, which is rooted in developing 

an inclusive and diverse workforce, diversify business spending, create opportunities, and 

community engagement. 

At the Toll Division, Pani Saleh, director of business administration, has built her team with this 

goal area in mind.

“It’s important that we reflect the communities that we serve,” she said. “Different cultures bring 

in different ways of communicating. We have Iran, China, Russia, and Vietnam represented. 

We each understand things differently, but it provides us with opportunities to adapt and be 

flexible.” 

While each culture represented communicates differently, the team has developed a sense 

of comfort with each other, as many have immigrated to the United States from their home 

countries and have a level of comradery that they have similar shared experiences. 

“It’s fun, and it feels at home,” Pani said. “When people are happy, they do better at work, and 

having a diverse environment helps with that.”  

During the holidays, the business administration team brings their cultural traditions to work, 

when they each decorate their cubicle walls with holiday decorations that represent their culture 

or beliefs. 

“We each think differently, and you need to be friends with it and not a point of difference,” Pani 

said. “The more we understand where each other came from, the better of we are. It allows us to 

be part of something bigger than ourselves.”
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Workforce Development and Practical Solutions

When our new customer service operator needed to get 

some new RFID readers for inventory and scanning Good 
To Go! passes already on vehicles, Michael Severance, 

transportation engineer, and Robert Kopelk, lane system 

project engineer, put their heads together to develop a 

custom app that would allow for better customer service. 

“In the past our readers could confirm that passes were 

reading, but they would not display all of the information 

specific to Good To Go! passes,” Michael said. “Without this 

information, we could not validate for a customer that their 

pass was programmed correctly. Now with our new app, 

we can ensure passes are being read correctly with the 

customers present, so that they can be more confident that 

they will be charged accurately.” 

Once the new device is completed, customers who are 

experiencing issues with their passes, can have their passes 

read at a customer service center to diagnose any problems 

with their pass. 

Creating the app in-house is saving the Toll Division 

thousands of dollars. One reader typically runs around 

$1,500. If a vendor had developed and integrated the 

app with the readers, it would likely double the cost of 

procuring the readers.

Once development of the app is finished, Michael 

and Robert will provide training to customer service 

representatives on how to use the app. In addition, Toll 

Division staff will be educated on the framework of the 

app so that ongoing maintenance and upkeep can remain 

in-house.

“By allowing employees to develop these skills, it allows 

us to be trained on how it works,” Michael said. “It also 

makes us not dependent on a vendor, and we can update it 

whenever the need arises.”
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Business plan goal: High quality customer service

WSDOT strives to provide excellent customer service for people contacting Good To Go! whether 

it's on the phone, via email or in person at one of three walk-in locations.

WSDOT's customer relief program continues to be a success. The program makes it easier for 

customers to resolve a toll bill and offers first-time waiver of late fees and penalties. Nearly 

55,000 customers had penalties waived in FY 2019 and WSDOT collected $2.5 million in unpaid 

tolls as a result of the program.

Active accounts
Total New in FY19

Total Good To 
Go! Accounts

929,000 73,000

Registered 

Passes
821,000 61,000

Pay By Plate 94,000 12,000

Other 14,300 -

3Customer
Service
Centers

Bellevue
Gig Harbor

(Closed in June 2019)
University

District

96,000 VISITS
43,000 39,000 14,000

Active passes*
Total New in FY19

Total Passes 1,594,000 109,000

Stickers 992,000 51,000

Flex Pass 412,000 59,000

Motorcycles 21,000 2,000

Other 169,000 -3,000

*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  
active Good To Go! account.

445,000 CALLS

5.2 MILLION
OUTGOING EMAILS

3.9 MILLION
OUTGOING PIECES OF MAIL

Customer survey from FY 2019
WAS YOUR ISSUE RESOLVED IN ONE CALL?

YES NO

81% 19%

REPRESENTATIVES PROVIDED RESPECTFUL SERVICE IN A FRIENDLY MANNER

YES NO

94% 6%

REPRESENTATIVES SPENT A SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF TIME HELPING ME RESOLVE MY ISSUE

YES NO

92% 8%

REPRESENTATIVES WERE KNOWLEDGEABLE AND ABLE TO ANSWER MY QUESTIONS

YES NO

87% 13%
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Business plan goal: Outstanding program delivery and operation

After 10 years of operation WSDOT’s Good To Go! back office system needs a refresh to catch up 

with technology and the expanding desires of our customers. Years of customer feedback, internal 

brainstorming sessions and best practices helped us design a modern, customer-focused system to 

replace our decade old back office system, which we are currently developing.

Pay As You Go 

One of our top customer feedback items was difficulties with the $30 prepaid 

balance. This new option eliminates the balance and charges tolls directly to a credit 

card. 

Text message notifications

Texting wasn’t common 10 years ago, today it is key to customer communication. We 

will provide it as an option for more immediate notification of changes to a customer’s 

account. 

Online chat with a customer service agent

Chatting with a customer service rep using online chat has become common and we 

wanted to give our customers another avenue to reach us. 

Good To Go! account integration

Today, customers receiving bills in the mail cannot easily transfer their charges to a 

Good To Go! account, the future system will be able to do this seamlessly. They will be 

able to have multiple payment options available from a single account, including Pay 

By Plate, HOV trips and using a Good To Go! pass.  

User-oriented design

New tools will give customers greater control over their accounts. They will be able 

to reset their own password, more easily add and remove vehicles, manage finances, 

dispute a toll bill, and more.

A user experience (UX) designer streamlined the efficiency of the website, focusing 

on making it more intuitive.
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Business plan goal: Proactive, transparent communication

Social media continues to play an important role in achieving our goals to provide high quality 

customer service and proactive, transparent communication. Whether a customer has a quick 

question or a problem, we always seek to provide quick and responsive solutions via secure 

messaging on Facebook and Twitter. In addition to providing basic customer service, we always 

seek to advocate for our customers’ needs, provide answers to any questions that we are asked, 

and to ensure that any feedback we receive makes it to the right people. This helps us to improve 

our system and ensure that ideas from the public are shared internally. This also helps provide 

a personal touch to our work, and we are proud to offer this form of open human-to-human 

engagement with a sense of humor as appropriate.

BLOGS
PUBLISHED

681.1
63 TWEETS

316

3

THOUSAND

NEWS
CLIPS

TWITTER IMPRESSIONS

CUSTOMER SERVICE EXAMPLES (TWITTER)
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Toll Division: Employee spotlight
With FY 2019 marking 10-years for the Toll Division as a department within WSDOT, this section 

highlights two staff: one new staff member and one long-time staff member and the important 

work they do to support tolling.

Communications 

Lauren McLaughlin
Lauren McLaughlin started with the Toll Division 

in May 2019, and has proved to be an integral part 

of the division’s communications team ever since. 

Prior to joining the WSDOT Toll Division team, 

Lauren worked at a small newspaper in Eastern 

Washington. Lauren came to our team brand new 

to tolling and the world of transportation.

“I’ve been learning a lot about our tolling systems, and am seeing how it all interacts together,” she 

said. “It’s a lot more involved than I originally thought.”

Since joining our team of communicators, Lauren has helped to increase response times to 

customer emails and interactions on social media. Lauren has also been assisting with the incentive 

program for the SR 99 tunnel.

Customer Service 

Jenny Ugale
Jenny Ugale’s first day with the Toll Division 

was the very same day tolling started on the 

Tacoma Narrows Bridge, July 16, 2007. Her first 

position was a temporary role with TransCore, 

the customer service vendor at the Tacoma 

Narrows Bridge. Jenny started out in an entry 

level customer service position and has worked her way up to a supervisor role, providing oversight 

of our customer service vendor to ensure high quality customer service for all customers. 

What has kept Jenny here all this time is because she says the work the Toll Division 

does matters. 

“What we do here matters,” she said. “My job touches so many different things. It really ranges from 

helping educate customers on the Good To Go! program, to helping and educating staff. No day is 

the same, and I’m constantly learning. It makes coming into work fun.”
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Bridges

SR 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge

The summer of 2019 marked 12 years since tolling began on the eastbound span of the 

Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Tolls are a flat rate and the primary goal of tolling the Tacoma 

Narrows Bridge is to repay the debt for constructing the bridge. Toll revenue is also 

used for operations, maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation.

WSDOT is on track to meet the debt repayment goal in the early 2030s.

Looking ahead to FY 2020

The tolling equipment on the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is nearing the end of its usable 

life. The Toll Division is in the midst of a procurement process to replace this aging 

infrastructure.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/TNBTolling. 

SR 16 REVENUE VS EXPENSES 
FY 2019

$14.6 M

$82.3 M

$81.1 M

$19.3 M

0 100 M

ActualsProjected

Expenses 2

Revenue 1

1 Only includes tolling revenues.

2 Expenses exclude civil penalty, preservation, and 
transponder costs.

SR 16 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS 
AND MAINTENANCE 
FY 2019

TNB

Total Revenue

$85.5 M

18%
1%

$14.1 M

$70.8 M

83%

Toll Operations

$543,195
Facility

Maintenance

Revenue Available
for Debt Payment, 

Insurance, and Capital 
Improvements

Average weekday trips

46,000
Increase of 1,000 trips 

each weekday compared 
to FY 2018

Good To Go! rate

$5.00

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/TNBTolling
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SR 520 Bridge

The 1.4 mile SR 520 Bridge is the world’s longest floating bridge. In addition to 

generating revenue, SR 520 tolls adjust throughout the day to manage congestion in 

the corridor. 

SR 520 bridge toll rates vary by time of day and on weekends. WSDOT is on track to 

raise $1.2 billion in revenue for the SR 520 Bridge fund.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/520.

SR 520 REVENUE VS EXPENSES 
FY 2019

$24.3 M

$85.7 M

$84.4 M

$32 M

0 100 M

ActualsProjected

Expenses 2

Revenue 1

1 The revenue forecast only includes toll revenue. The expense 
forecast includes toll collection O&M costs, CSC Procurement 
costs, Roadway O&M costs, Credit Card Fees, and Bridge Insurance 
Premiums, and excludes transponder inventory costs.         

2 Consistent with the values reported in the WSDOT financial 
statements for the facility. The revenue only includes toll revenue. 
The expenses exclude transponder inventory costs and toll lane 
system and facility periodic repair and replacement costs.   

SR 520 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS 
AND MAINTENANCE 
FY 2019

SR 520

Total Revenue

25%

75%

$96.1 M

$21 M

$72.8 M

Toll Operations

$2.1 M
Facility

Maintenance

Revenue Available
for Debt Payment, 

Insurance, and Capital 
Improvements

1%

Average paid
weekday trips

84,000
Increase of 3,000 trips 

each weekday compared 
to FY 2018

Average weekday 
transit boardings

22,200

Average weekday 
vanpool trips

440

Good To Go! rate 
(peak period)

$4.30

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/520
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Express Toll Lanes

SR 167HOT Lanes Project

The HOT lanes have met the intended goals of the pilot project to help manage traffic 

and provide a reliable option for users in the SR 167 corridor. The HOT lanes also have 

the added benefit of steady revenue generation and are covering toll operating and 

maintenance costs. In 2019 the Legislature made the SR 167 HOT lanes permanent 

while extending them to SR 512. 

Tolls adjust dynamically based on congestion and range from 50 cents to $9.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/SR167HotLanes. 

SR 167 REVENUE VS EXPENSES 
FY 2019

$1.6 M

$3.7 M

$3.3 M

$2.4 M

0 4 M

ActualsProjected

Expenses 2

Revenue 1

1 Only includes tolling revenues.

2 Total expenses less Preservation and 
Transponder costs

SR 167 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS 
AND MAINTENANCE 
FY 2019

Revenue Available for 
Capital Improvements

SR 167

Total Revenue

$3.9 M

42%58%

$1.7 M

$2.3 M

Toll Operations

Average paid
weekday trips

6,000
Increase of 200 trips 

each weekday compared 
to FY 2018

Average weekday 
transit boardings

2,000

Travel time savings
NB 7 minutes

SB 9 minutes

Good To Go! rate 
(average peak period)

$3.90

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/SR167HotLanes
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SR 167 REVENUE VS EXPENSES
FY 2009 -  FY 2019

500,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

2,500,000

3,000,000

3,500,000

4,000,000
Toll Revenue
Transactions

FY 19FY 18FY 17FY 16FY 15FY 14FY 13FY 12FY 11FY 10FY 09

In FY 2019, WSDOT opened a new flyover ramp connecting the HOT lanes on 

SR 167 to the carpool lanes on I-405 in Renton. This ramp is designed to improve 

traffic flow and safety performance at this critical interchange, and is the first 

phase of a broader project, the I-405 Renton to Bellevue Widening and Express 

Toll Lanes project, and will be tolled when the new I-405 Renton to Bellevue 

Express Toll Lanes open in 2024. 

SR 167 45 MPH METRIC
FY 2019

FY 2019 45 MPH Metric

78%
76%

FY 2017 45 MPH Metric

83%
76%

Jul - Dec

Jan - Jun

Jul - Dec

Jan - Jun

While the new flyover ramp was still under construction during the first half of 

FY 2019, SR 167 saw a lower performance tied to corridor changes from the 

construction, and congestion where the southbound where the southbound HOT 

lanes end in Auburn, with traffic backing up and slowing down the southbound HOT 

lanes. With the continuous construction work and lane reconfiguration, no rate 

adjustments were sought in this period.

CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS

WSDOT conducts an annual survey 
of the users of the SR 167 HOT 
lanes. The 2019 survey included 
responses from over 1,250 Good To 
Go! customers who had paid to use the 
HOT lanes within the past year. The 
survey showed that an overwhelming 
majority of drivers, 93% like having a 
choice for a faster trip. Additionally, 
most customers reported that their 
trips in the HOT lanes were worth the 
toll they paid. 

“I am impatient with being stuck still in 
traffic. HOT lanes make it possible to 
move.

That it's an option for a faster commute. 
That it's free when HOV and the FlexPass 
is easy to use.

It makes my commute faster. It also helps 
our environment keeping less cars on our 
roads.

1) Super fast 2) I drive alone 100% for 
work (work out of home, so never a 
regular time, destination or day of the 
week); 3) can pay a fee and am eligible for 
the lane.

”
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HOT LANES SPEEDS VS. GENERAL PURPOSE LANES SPEEDS 
FY  2019
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Sumner
Puyallup

Renton

167
516

518

18

410

405

48 MPH

52 MPH31 MPH

33 MPH

The opening of the direct connector helped keep traffic 

moving between SR 167 and I-405, which created 

additional demand on the general purpose lanes and 

HOT lanes. WSDOT continues to monitor this growth 

in demand, and study adjustments to the algorithm to 

respond faster to increasing congestion.

NORTHBOUND AUBURN TO RENTON

= 19 MPH FASTER

SOUTHBOUND RENTON TO AUBURN

= 17 MPH FASTER
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NORTHBOUND AUBURN TO RENTON

= 19 MPH FASTER

SOUTHBOUND RENTON TO AUBURN

= 17 MPH FASTER

I-405 Express Toll Lanes

In FY 2019, the I-405 express toll lanes between Bellevue and Lynnwood continued to 

meet the intended goals of providing a faster, more predictable trip, providing a choice 

to people and generating revenue to reinvest back into the the corridor. Tolls adjust 

dynamically based on congestion and range from 75 cents to $10.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405. 

I-405 REVENUE VS EXPENSES 
FY 2019

$9.6 M

$29.3 M

$30.2 M

$11.2 M

0 35 M

ActualsProjected

Expenses 2

Revenue 1

1 Only includes tolling revenues.

2 Expenses exclude civil Penalty, capital 
improvements, and transponder costs.

I-405 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS 
AND MAINTENANCE 
FY 2019

I-405

Total Revenue

$33.1 M

31%

60%

$10.5 M

$19.6 M

Toll Operations

$3 M
Facility

Maintenance

Revenue Available for 
Capital Improvements

9%

Average paid 
weekday trips

38,000

Average weekday 
transit boardings

7,600

Travel time savings
NB 12 minutes

SB 11 minutes

Good To Go! rate  
(average peak period)

$4.50

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405
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I-405 45 MPH METRIC
FY 2019

FY 2019 45 MPH Metric

79%
80%

FY 2015 45 MPH Metric (before tolling)

52%
62%

Jul - Dec

Jan - Jun

Jul - Dec

Jan - Jun

WSDOT is required to report to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 

annually on whether the express toll lanes are moving 45 mph or faster 90 percent 

of the time during peak periods. WSDOT reports this measure in six month 

increments, to align with FHWA reporting.

While the express toll lanes have reduced travel times and increased speeds during 

peak periods in the corridor, some sections have fallen short of the legislative 

performance measure of maintaining speeds of 45 mph or faster 90 percent 

of the time during peak periods. Overall, the express toll lanes are meeting the 

speed target 80 percent of the time during peak periods which is a significant 

improvement compared to the old HOV lanes which only met the goal 62 percent 

of the time during peak periods from January to June 2015.

The southbound, single lane section only moves at 45 mph 61 percent of the 

time during peak periods due to a lack of capacity and heavy demand. In 2019, 

the Legislature approved the extension of the dual express toll lane from SR 522 

to SR 527 in Bothell which will help traffic move faster in the express toll lanes. 

The northbound dual lane section meets the requirement 87 percent of the time. 

WSDOT continues to make refinements to the algorithm to improve speeds.

CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS

WSDOT conducts an annual survey 
of the users of the I-405 express 
toll lanes. The 2019 survey included 
responses from over 1,500 Good 
To Go! customers who had paid to 
use the express toll lanes within the 
past year. The survey showed that 
an overwhelming majority of drivers, 
87 percent, like having the option to 
use the express toll lanes when they 
need a faster trip. Additionally, most 
customers reported that their trips in 
the express toll lanes were worth the 
toll they paid.

“Convenience. Makes it nice in the 
evenings to take the 128th exit in 
Kirkland. And in the mornings when I’m 
visiting and traffic is heavy, it’s nice to be 
able to get south to work a little faster. 
Usually prefer not to use them when 
there’s a toll, unless I have company/a 
carpool.

I like that it offers a non-carpool option 
now that children are out of the house.

I like that I can spend less time in my car 

”
and more time with my family.
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I-405 EXPRESS TOLL LANES VS GENERAL PURPOSE
LANES SPEEDS FY  2019
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In FY 2019, the express toll lanes moved vehicles an 

average 16 mph faster than the  general purpose lanes 

during the southbound morning peak period and 18 mph 

faster during the afternoon northbound peak period.

NORTHBOUND BOTHELL TO LYNNWOOD

= 14 MPH FASTER

NORTHBOUND BELLEVUE TO BOTHELL

= 26 MPH FASTER

SOUTHBOUND LYNNWOOD TO BOTHELL

= 15 MPH FASTER

SOUTHBOUND BOTHELL TO BELLEVUE

= 17 MPH FASTER
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PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

SR 99 Tunnel

After nearly two decades of planning and construction, the SR 99 tunnel under downtown Seattle 

opened to traffic on Feb. 4, 2019. The tunnel replaced the aging Alaskan Way Viaduct, an elevated 

structure built in the 1950s, which was seismically vulnerable. 

The Toll Division convened an inter-agency task force to conduct an extensive monitoring effort 

to measure changes in traffic and traveler behavior that occurred during and after the permanent 

viaduct closure, through the tunnel opening and toll-free period and through the start of tolling. 

This includes partner agencies Seattle Department of Transportation, King County Metro, 

Sound Transit and Port of Seattle who will collect and analyze data to help describe how the 

transportation system operates during each phase. 

WSDOT also embarked on a robust educational campaign to educate drivers how the tunnel 

and tolling would work and how to pay the lowest rate with the goal being to help ensure that as 

many drivers as possible continue using the tunnel once tolling starts instead of other routes. This 

includes launching an incentive program to offer free Good To Go! sticker passes to tunnel drivers.

The Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement Program is made up of 30 projects that work together 

to reshape the SR 99 corridor. Funding for the $3.3 billion viaduct replacement program comes 

from state, federal and local sources as well as the Port of Seattle and future toll revenue. The 

Legislature included $200 million in toll revenue in the total program budget. Tolling of the SR 99 

tunnel will begin in fall 2019 after demolition of the existing viaduct is complete.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/Viaduct/SR99Tolling.

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/Viaduct/SR99Tolling
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Future express toll lanes 

Existing express toll lanes 

I-405 Renton to Bellevue
SR 167 extension to SR 512

I-405 ETL Bellevue to Lynnwood

I-405/SR 167 Express Toll Lane Corridor

Peak period congestion on I-405 between Renton and 

Bellevue is among the worst in the state. In order to provide 

relief to this congested corridor, the 2015 Connecting 

Washington transportation package allocated $1.22 billion 

for the I-405 Renton to Bellevue Widening and Express 

Toll Lanes Project. As part of the total project budget, 

the Legislature identified $215 million in toll revenue as a 

funding source for completing the project.

The project will connect the I-405 express toll lane system, 

between Bellevue and Lynnwood, to the SR 167 HOT lanes, 

completing a more than 50 mile system of managed lanes 

that will improve speeds and trip reliability across all lanes 

for most trips.

Construction is scheduled to start in 2020, with new lanes 

opening in 2024.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/I405/
RentontoBellevue.

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/I405/RentontoBellevue
http://wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/I405/RentontoBellevue
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Washington State Department of Transportation
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Puget Sound Gateway Program

The Puget Sound Gateway Program is composed of two 

projects: the completion of SR 167 in Pierce County, and 

the completion of SR 509 in King County. These projects 

provide essential connections to the ports of Tacoma and 

Seattle and will help ensure people and goods move more 

reliably through the Puget Sound region. 

The Gateway Program is the key to enhancing the state's 

economic competitiveness, both nationally and globally, 

by connecting the state's largest ports to key distribution 

centers in King and Pierce counties and to eastern 

Washington.

Funding for the total Puget Sound Gateway Program will 

come from the state gas tax, tolls, local contributions, and 

potential federal grants. Total funding for the project is 

$1.96 billion; $1.57 billion will come from the Connecting 

Washington Revenue Package, tolling will be $180 million, 

and local contributions will be $130 million. WSDOT is also 

seeking a federal grant. 

The program was originally funded over a 16-year 

timeline with completion scheduled for 2031, but in 

2019 the Legislature provided authorization to complete 

construction in 2028. The Legislature also authorized 

tolling funding in 2019, solidifying the $180 million tolling 

contribution. Based on the funding plan under Connecting 

Washington, major construction for a first stage occurs 

between 2020 and 2026, and a second stage between 

2024 and 2028.

For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/Gateway.

http://wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/Gateway
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Technology and Interoperability 
Toll interoperability is the nationwide effort to make toll passes from every state work all across the 

country. WSDOT is working hard to ensure that Good To Go! passes are interoperable throughout 

the United States.  WSDOT has joined with toll organizations from western region states to 

form the Western Region Toll Operators. These states have signed an agreement to ensure toll 

interoperability within the region so that Good To Go! passes can be used all over the west including 

California, Oregon and Utah.

Interoperability highlights include: 

• Development of agreements and regional technical specifications between Western Region Toll 

Operators. WSDOT Accounting, Audit and the Washington State Attorney General’s office have reviewed 

interoperability agreements.

• Participation in the nationwide interoperability development effort with toll operators across the country, 

including technical specifications and business rule development.

• Work with the Western Region Hub hosted by the Transportation Corridor Agencies of California. The 

Western Region Hub is one of four regional hubs that will process all toll transactions nationwide.

• California is moving its toll technology to the same technology (6C protocol) used by WSDOT and WSDOT 

is assisting California with its adoption to make roadside technologies seamless.

• Working to ensure California’s FasTrak passes and Good To Go! passes work in all facilities in the region, 

ensuring greater accuracy and less time and effort to collect tolls from regional customers. 

WSDOT’s back office toll system upgrades underway will enable electronic toll collection 

interoperability with out of state toll facilities. WSDOT is using toll pass technology (6C protocol) 

that is open-source, flexible, and cost-effective and is being adopted by toll operators across the 

country. In addition, all WSDOT toll facilities are equipped to read multiple toll pass technologies 

which provides WSDOT flexibility to implement interoperability with other regions using 

compatible technologies.
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 NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

TACOMA NARROWS BRIDGE ACCOUNT
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

 

Motor Vehicle Account (MVA) Obligation – In 2005-07, as tolling began on the Tacoma Narrows Bridge (TNB), an operating 
loan of $5,288,000 was made from the Motor Vehicle Account to capitalize the Tacoma Narrows Bridge Account (Chapter 518, 
Laws of 2007, Section 1005(15)). RCW 46.63.160 requires that net civil penalties deposited in the Tacoma Narrows Bridge 
Account must first be allocated toward repayment of the operating loan. In order to transfer the funds the State Treasurer’s 
Office must be provided administrative transfer authority.  For the 2017-19 biennium, the Legislature provided authority in 
Chapter 313, Laws of 2017 PV (ESB 5096, Section 408(19)) to transfer $950,000. That transfer occurred in June 2019. The 
remaining obligation at the end of 2017-19 biennium is $2,438,000.

Tolling Operations System and Customer Service - In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, WSDOT procured and contracted with a new 
toll system vendor and a customer service vendor. The costs for design and implementation of the new toll system and 
customer service center are allocated to all toll facilities. Design and implementation costs are reported in several categories 
on the financial statements.  Tacoma Narrows Bridge portion of these expenditures in fiscal year 2019 are $515,587 for 
current quarter and $1,737,948 for the fiscal year.

Detailed Notes

1. Tolling Revenue – Revenue earned, net of any adjustments, from tolls on vehicles traveling in the eastbound direction 
over the TNB, which are collected at toll booths, as electronic toll accounts, or pay-by-mail. 

2. Civil Penalty Revenue – Revenue earned when any of the following conditions exist: (a) Payment of Notice of Civil 
Penalty is received, or (b) Notice of Civil Penalty payment due date passes without receiving a request for an 
administrative hearing, or (c) an Administrative Law Judge upholds the Notice of Civil Penalty.   

3. Transponder Sales – Sales of transponder devices to potential and existing Good to Go! electronic toll account 
customers.   

4. Toll Vendor Contractual Damages – Charges to ETCC for not meeting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

5. Toll Bill Reprocessing Fee Revenue – The allocated portion of fees associated with the issuance of second toll billings.  

6. Miscellaneous Revenue – This can include revenue for administrative and statement fees, NSF check fees, cash over, 
payments related to sale of surplus property, and prior period recoveries. 

7. Toll Operations Vendor Contracts – Payment for monthly toll operations costs. 

8. Insurance – Annual premium for insuring the facility and monthly insurance brokerage fee paid to the Department of 
Enterprise Services (DES).  

9. Transponder Cost of Goods Sold – Cost of purchasing, packaging, and shipping transponders. Transponder Cost of 
Goods Sold is directly related to Transponder Sales Revenue.

10. Other Goods and Services – Expenditures for supplies, communications, rents, repairs, outside vendor services, 
printing, and registered owner look up costs. 

11. Personal Service Contracts – Expenditures incurred for traffic and revenue forecast consulting and CSC operations 
consulting. 

12. Civil Penalty Adjudication Costs – TNB’s share of the adjudication system vendor contract with ETCC for the 
adjudication system module, as well as its share of supplies, communications, credit card fees, Office of Administrative 
Hearings costs, and salaries and benefits of WSDOT staff.

13. Maintenance and Preservation – Cost of maintenance and preservation activities on the new TNB. 4th quarter 
Maintenance totaled $150,862 and preservation totaled $130,825.  Year to date Maintenance totaled $543,195 and 
Preservation totaled $249,372.    

14. Operating Transfers Out – Total includes both amount transferred to MVA for debt service pursuant to RCW 47.46.140 
and $950,000 to repay MVA Obligation as authorized in Chapter 313, Laws of 2017 PV (ESB 5096, Section 408(19)). 
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

HIGH OCCUPANCY TOLL OPERATIONS ACCOUNT
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

 

 

Tolling Operations System and Customer Service - In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, WSDOT procured and contracted with a new 
toll system vendor and a customer service vendor. The costs for design and implementation of the new toll system and 
customer service center are allocated to all toll facilities. Design and implementation costs are reported in several categories 
on the financial statements. High Occupancy Toll Operations portion of these expenditures in fiscal year 2019 are $69,210 for 
current quarter and $233,295 for the fiscal year.

Detailed Notes

1. Toll Revenue – Revenue earned from single occupancy vehicles traveling in the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes 
on SR167 with a Good To Go! transponder account.  A variable fee, based on traffic volumes, is automatically charged to 
their account.

2. Transponder Sales – Sales of transponder devices to potential and existing Good To Go! electronic toll account 
customers.  

3. Toll Vendor Contractual Damages – Charges to ETCC for not meeting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).  

4. Miscellaneous Revenue – This can include revenue for administrative and statement fees, NSF check fees, cash over, 
and prior period recoveries.  

5. Toll Operations Vendor Contract – Payment for monthly operations costs.  

6. Transponder Cost of Goods Sold – Cost of purchasing, packaging, and shipping transponders. Transponder Cost of 
Goods Sold is directly related to Transponder Sales Revenue. 

7. The Washington State Patrol – Support for the enforcement of the laws governing the use of the HOT Lanes by issuing 
citations to HOT Lane violators.

8. Other Goods and Services – Expenditures for supplies, communications, rents, repairs, services provided by outside 
vendors, etc.

9. Personal Service Contracts – Expenditures incurred for traffic and revenue forecast consulting and CSC operations 
consulting.  
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

THE STATE ROUTE NUMBER 520 CORRIDOR ACCOUNT
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

 
 

2 
 

 

Tolling Operations System and Customer Service - In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, WSDOT procured and contracted 
with a new toll system vendor and a customer service vendor. The costs for design and implementation of the new 
toll system and customer service center are allocated to all toll facilities. Design and implementation costs are 
reported in several categories on the financial statements. State Route Number 520 Corridor portion of these 
expenditures in fiscal year 2019 are $1,199,837 for current quarter and $4,044,430 for the fiscal year.

 

Detailed Notes

1. Toll Revenue – Revenue earned, net of any adjustments, from tolls on vehicles traveling over the 520 Bridge, 
which are collected by either Good To Go! electronic toll accounts or pay-by-mail. 

2. Debt Service Reimbursement (FHWA) – Federal Highway Administration Revenue provided for debt service on 
GARVEE bonds (Series 2012F & Series 2014C).  These revenues are received every six months and the 
associated operating transfers out occur at the same time.

3. Transponder Sales – Sales of transponder devices to potential and existing Good To Go! electronic toll account 
customers.  

4. Toll Vendor Contractual Damages – Charges to ETCC for not meeting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

5. Toll Bill Reprocessing Fee Revenue – The allocated portion of fees associated with the issuance of second toll 
billings.  

6. Miscellaneous Revenue – This can include revenue for administrative and statement fees, NSF check fees, 
cash over, payments related to sale of surplus property, and prior period recoveries.  

7. Toll Operations Vendor Contract – Payment for monthly operations costs. 

8. Insurance – Annual premium for insuring the facility and monthly insurance brokerage fee paid to the 
Department of Enterprise Services (DES). 

9. Transponder Cost of Goods Sold – Cost of purchasing, packaging, and shipping transponders. Transponder 
Cost of Goods Sold is directly related to Transponder Sales Revenue.

10. Other Goods and Services – Expenditures for supplies, communications, rents, repairs, service provided by 
outside vendors, printing, and registered owner look up costs. 

11. Personal Service Contracts – Expenditures incurred for traffic and revenue forecast consulting and CSC 
operations consulting. Increase in services provided by Jacobs.

12. Maintenance and Preservation – Cost of maintenance and preservation activities on the SR520 corridor.  4th

quarter Maintenance totaled $757,534 and preservation totaled $11,303.  Year to date Maintenance totaled 
$2,233,950 and Preservation totaled $57,710.

13. Operating Transfers Out – debt service – Transfers of cash to the Toll Facility Bond Retirement Account to 
facilitate the payment of debt service on the Series 2012C, 2012F, 2014C and 2017C bonds. The GARVEE 
transfer out for the Series 2012F & 2014C bonds is paid by a reimbursement from FHWA (Note 2).
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The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.

 

THE NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THIS STATEMENT.
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

THE 520 CIVIL PENALTY ACCOUNT
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

 

Detailed Notes

1. Civil Penalty Revenue – Revenue earned when any of the following conditions exist: (a) Payment of Notice of Civil 
Penalty is received, or (b) Notice of Civil Penalty payment due date passes without receiving a request for an 
administrative hearing, or (c) an Administrative Law Judge upholds the Notice of Civil Penalty.   

2. The Adjudication System Vendor Contract – 520 Bridge share of the adjudication system vendor contract with ETCC 
for the adjudication system module.  

3. Administrative hearing – The Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) has the necessary expertise to provide fair and 
impartial Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to preside over the toll violation dispute processes.  OAH provides ALJs to 
preside over and/or decide the toll violation disputes. These costs include labor hours for the ALJs for their services 
performed for toll adjudication, training and administration.

4. Other Goods and Services – Expenditures for the 520 Bridge’s share of adjudication costs. These costs include
supplies, communications, services provided by outside vendors, printing, and settlement costs.  
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

INTERSTATE 405 ACCOUNT
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

 

Tolling Operations System and Customer Service - In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, WSDOT procured and contracted with a new 
toll system vendor and a customer service vendor. The costs for design and implementation of the new toll system and 
customer service center are allocated to all toll facilities. Design and implementation costs are reported in several categories 
on the financial statements. Interstate 405 portion of these expenditures in fiscal year 2019 are $446,086 for current quarter 
and $1,503,673 for the fiscal year.   

Detailed Notes

1. Toll Revenue – Revenue earned, net of any adjustments, from tolls on vehicles traveling in the I 405 express toll lanes,
which are collected by either Good To Go! electronic toll accounts or pay-by-mail. 

2. Civil Penalty- Revenue earned when any of the following conditions exist: (a) Payment of Notice of Civil Penalty is 
received, or (b) Notice of Civil Penalty payment due date passes without receiving a request for an administrative hearing, 
or (c) an Administrative Law Judge upholds the Notice of Civil Penalty.  

3. Transponder Sales – Sales of transponder devices to potential and existing Good To Go! electronic toll account 
customers.    

4. Toll Vendor Contractual Damages – Charges to ETCC for not meeting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).  

5. Toll Bill Reprocessing Fee Revenue – The allocated portion of fees associated with the issuance of second toll billings. 

6. Miscellaneous Revenue – This can include revenue for administrative and statement fees, NSF check fees, cash over, 
payments related to sale of surplus property, and prior period recoveries.

7. Toll Operations Vendor Contract – Payment for monthly operations costs. 

8. Transponder Cost of Goods Sold – Cost of purchasing, packaging, and shipping transponders. Transponder Cost of 
Goods Sold is directly related to Transponder Sales Revenue. 

9. The Washington State Patrol – Support for the enforcement of the laws governing the use of 405 Express Toll Lanes by 
issuing citations to 405 violators.  

10. Other Goods and Services – Expenditures for supplies, communications, rents, repairs, services provided by outside 
vendors, printing, and registered owner look up costs.

11. Personal Service Contracts – Expenditures incurred for traffic and revenue forecast consulting and CSC operations 
consulting. 

12. Civil Penalty Adjudication Costs – I-405’s share of the adjudication system vendor contract with ETCC for the 
adjudication system module, as well as its share of supplies, communications, credit card fees, Office of Administrative 
Hearings costs, and salaries and benefits of WSDOT staff.
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COMBINING BALANCE SHEET
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON TOLLING SYSTEM
STATE FISCAL YEAR 2019, QUARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 

Detailed Notes
1. Accounts Receivable, net:

(a) TNB,  520 Bridge  and 405 accounts consist primarily of: (1) Crossings where a Toll Bill has been sent to the customer
via Pay-by-Mail, (2) Customer payments made by credit card which had yet to settle , (3) Crossings that are in the 
image review process and toll fees have yet to be transferred from customer accounts, (4) Crossings that are not
viable and are awaiting dismissal, (5) and the Accounts allocated share of NSF fee, transponder sales and $5 
reprocessing fee receivables

(b) HOT Lanes Account consists of: HOT Lanes allocated share of NSF fee and transponder sales receivables.
2. Notice of Civil Penalties, net - The TNB balance consists of all outstanding amounts due related to TNB notices of civil 

penalties and the 520 Civil Penalty balance consists of all outstanding amounts due related to 520 Bridge notices of civil 
penalties.

3. Due from Toll Vendor – For TNB, HOT Lanes, 520 Bridge, and 405 Account, the Due from Toll Vendor consists primarily 
of amounts due from the CSC operations vendor (ETCC) due to renegotiation of the CSC operations contract.  For the 
Central Toll Account amounts are due from the CSC operations vendor ETCC due to operational and system errors that 
have required manual corrections and have resulted in amounts due to WSDOT.

4. Loan Receivable – In Fiscal Year 2019, WSDOT sold the Aberdeen Casting Basin real property to the Port of Grays 
Harbor for $4,520,521. This loan is due in monthly payments of $32,140 including interest at 8%; the final payment is due 
November 2038.  As of June 30, 2019, the Port of Grays Harbor has paid $724,667 leaving the remainder balance as a 
Loan Receivable.

5. Consumable Inventory – Toll transponders valued at cost using the first in, first out (FIFO) method.
6. Unearned Revenue:

(a) TNB Account - Notice of civil penalty amounts not yet recognized because the adjudication process has not been 
completed.  Also included are amounts associated with deferrals for toll bill amounts not estimated to be collected until
they become NOCP receivables, as well as amounts directly attributable to items (a) (3) and (4) described above in
Note 1.

(b) 520 Bridge Account - amounts associated with deferrals for toll bill amounts not estimated to be collected until they 
become NOCP receivables, as well as amounts directly attributable to items (a) (3) and (4) described above in Note 1.

(c) 520 Civil Penalty Account – Notice of civil penalty amounts not yet recognized because the adjudication process has 
not been completed.

(d) 405 Account - amounts associated with deferrals for toll bill amounts not estimated to be collected until they become 
NOCP receivables, as well as amounts directly attributable to items (a) (3) and (4) described above in Note 1.

(e) Central Toll Account - amounts from customers on deposit for prepaid Good To Go! accounts.  No revenue is 
recognized in the Central Toll Account.  Funds from the prepaid accounts, held in the Central Toll Account, are 
transferred to the applicable toll facility when a transponder is “read” as the customers’ vehicle crosses one of the toll 
facilities.  Until this event, the prepaid toll account balance represents a liability to the state and is owed to the 
customer.

7. Cancelled Warrants – When a vendor cannot be located, such as when the vendor changes addresses without 
notification, the original warrant (check) must be cancelled and reissued once the vendor is located.

8. Unavailable Revenue:
(a) TNB Account - amount associated with TNBs long-term portion of the toll vendor receivable and a real estate contract 

receivable.  Also included are deferrals for NOCP and $5 fee receivable amounts estimated to take over 12 months to 
collect.

(b) HOT Lanes Account - amount associated with the accounts long-term portion of the toll vendor receivable.
(c) 520 Bridge Account - amount associated with 520s long-term portion of the toll vendor receivable.  Also included are 

deferrals for $5 fee receivable amounts estimated to take over 12 months to collect.
(d) 520 Civil Penalty Account – amounts associated with deferral for NOCP receivable amounts estimated to take over 12

months to collect.
(e) 405 Account – amounts associated with long-term portion of the toll vendor receivable.  Also included are deferrals for

NOCP and $5 fee receivable amounts estimated to take over 12 months to collect. 



For more information

Title VI Notice to Public It is the Washington State Department of Transportation’s (WSDOT) policy to assure that no person shall, on the grounds of 
race, color, national origin or sex, as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be otherwise discriminated against under any of its federally funded programs and activities. Any person who believes his/her Title VI protection has 
been violated, may file a complaint with WSDOT’s Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO). For additional information regarding Title VI complaint procedures 
and/or information regarding our non-discrimination obligations, please contact OEO’s Title VI Coordinator at (360) 705-7090.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information This material can be made available in an alternate format by emailing the WSDOT Diversity/ADA 
Affairs team at wsdotada@wsdot.wa.gov or by calling toll free, 855-362-4ADA(4232). Persons who are deaf or hard of hearing may make a request by 
calling the Washington State Relay at 711.

17-10-0398

Good To Go!
www.GoodToGo.com

Ed Barry 

Director, Toll Division

BarryEd@wsdot.wa.gov
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	I am pleased to share the Washington State Department of Transportation’s Toll Division Annual Report for fiscal year (FY) 2019 (July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019). The Toll Division marked a milestone in June with the 10-year anniversary as a division within WSDOT. While some of our older tolled facilities – the Tacoma Narrows Bridge and the SR 167 HOT lanes – predate the division it became apparent in 2009 that a team dedicated to overseeing tolled projects was necessary. At that time the state received a Fede
	High quality customer service
	The Good To Go! system now serves over 1.6 million customers, when combining both Good To Go! and Pay By Mail customers, and processed nearly 53.3 million toll trips during FY 2019, up from 52.7 million toll trips during FY 2018.
	Outstanding program delivery and operation
	The Toll Division has continued work to deliver the new Good To Go! customer service system and updated toll billing system will improve the customer experience by offering new payment options to better fit customer needs and give more options when paying tolls. While the new back-office vendor, ETAN, continued to make progress, delays in development and testing resulted in delays in transitioning to the new system.
	Proactive, transparent communication
	This year the Toll Division embarked on a comprehensive educational campaign in preparation for the start of tolling on Seattle’s first toll road – the SR 99 tunnel. The goal of the educational campaign is to encourage drivers to get a Good To Go! pass to pay the lowest toll rate in the tunnel and other toll roads in Washington. As a part of this effort, WSDOT launched an incentive program to give SR 99 tunnel drivers a free Good To Go! sticker pass. The Toll Division will continue the educational campaign 
	Cost to collect trends in FY 2019
	Historically, the cost to collect a toll paid through a pre-paid Good To Go! account was similar regardless whether it was paid using a Good To Go! pass or by registering the license plate (Pay By Plate). Given the refinements to the cost to collect methodology described above, the cost to collect a Pay By Plate toll is 35 cents higher than a Good To Go! pass.WSDOT will continue to monitor this trend into the future and after transitioning to a new Good To Go! toll system and customer service center.
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	After 10 years of operation WSDOT’s Good To Go! back office system needs a refresh to catch up with technology and the expanding desires of our customers. Years of customer feedback, internal brainstorming sessions and best practices helped us design a modern, customer-focused system to replace our decade old back office system, which we are currently developing.
	Artifact
	Pay As You Go 
	One of our top customer feedback items was difficulties with the $30 prepaid balance. This new option eliminates the balance and charges tolls directly to a credit card. 
	Artifact
	Text message notifications
	Texting wasn’t common 10 years ago, today it is key to customer communication. We will provide it as an option for more immediate notification of changes to a customer’s account. 
	Artifact
	Online chat with a customer service agent
	Chatting with a customer service rep using online chat has become common and we wanted to give our customers another avenue to reach us. 
	Artifact
	Good To Go! account integration
	Today, customers receiving bills in the mail cannot easily transfer their charges to a Good To Go! account, the future system will be able to do this seamlessly. They will be able to have multiple payment options available from a single account, including Pay By Plate, HOV trips and using a Good To Go! pass.  
	Artifact
	User-oriented design
	New tools will give customers greater control over their accounts. They will be able to reset their own password, more easily add and remove vehicles, manage finances, dispute a toll bill, and more.A user experience (UX) designer streamlined the efficiency of the website, focusing on making it more intuitive.
	Business plan goal: Proactive, transparent communication
	Social media continues to play an important role in achieving our goals to provide high quality customer service and proactive, transparent communication. Whether a customer has a quick question or a problem, we always seek to provide quick and responsive solutions via secure messaging on Facebook and Twitter. In addition to providing basic customer service, we always seek to advocate for our customers’ needs, provide answers to any questions that we are asked, and to ensure that any feedback we receive mak
	Toll Division: Employee spotlight
	With FY 2019 marking 10-years for the Toll Division as a department within WSDOT, this section highlights two staff: one new staff member and one long-time staff member and the important work they do to support tolling.
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	Communications Lauren McLaughlin

	Lauren McLaughlin started with the Toll Division in May 2019, and has proved to be an integral part of the division’s communications team ever since. Prior to joining the WSDOT Toll Division team, Lauren worked at a small newspaper in Eastern Washington. Lauren came to our team brand new 
	to tolling and the world of transportation.“I’ve been learning a lot about our tolling systems, and am seeing how it all interacts together,” she said. “It’s a lot more involved than I originally thought.”Since joining our team of communicators, Lauren has helped to increase response times to customer emails and interactions on social media. Lauren has also been assisting with the incentive program for the SR 99 tunnel.
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	Customer Service Jenny Ugale

	Jenny Ugale’s first day with the Toll Division was the very same day tolling started on the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, July 16, 2007. Her first position was a temporary role with TransCore, the customer service vendor at the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Jenny started out in an entry 
	level customer service position and has worked her way up to a supervisor role, providing oversight of our customer service vendor to ensure high quality customer service for all customers. What has kept Jenny here all this time is because she says the work the Toll Division does matters. “What we do here matters,” she said. “My job touches so many different things. It really ranges from helping educate customers on the Good To Go! program, to helping and educating staff. No day is the same, and I’m constan
	Bridges
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	Average weekday trips46,000
	Increase of 1,000 trips each weekday compared to FY 2018
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	Good To Go! rate$5.00
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	Revenue Available for Capital ImprovementsSR 167Total Revenue$3.9 M42%58%$1.7 M$2.3 MToll Operations
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	In FY 2019, WSDOT opened a new flyover ramp connecting the HOT lanes on SR 167 to the carpool lanes on I-405 in Renton. This ramp is designed to improve traffic flow and safety performance at this critical interchange, and is the first phase of a broader project, the I-405 Renton to Bellevue Widening and Express Toll Lanes project, and will be tolled when the new I-405 Renton to Bellevue Express Toll Lanes open in 2024. 
	SR 167 45 MPH METRICFY 2019
	SR 167 45 MPH METRICFY 2019
	FY 2019 45 MPH Metric78%76%FY 2017 45 MPH Metric83%76%Jul - DecJan - JunJul - DecJan - Jun
	While the new flyover ramp was still under construction during the first half of FY 2019, SR 167 saw a lower performance tied to corridor changes from the construction, and congestion where the southbound where the southbound HOT lanes end in Auburn, with traffic backing up and slowing down the southbound HOT lanes. With the continuous construction work and lane reconfiguration, no rate adjustments were sought in this period.
	CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS

	WSDOT conducts an annual survey of the users of the SR 167 HOT lanes. The 2019 survey included responses from over 1,250 Good To Go! customers who had paid to use the HOT lanes within the past year. The survey showed that an overwhelming majority of drivers, 93% like having a choice for a faster trip. Additionally, most customers reported that their trips in the HOT lanes were worth the toll they paid. 
	WSDOT conducts an annual survey of the users of the SR 167 HOT lanes. The 2019 survey included responses from over 1,250 Good To Go! customers who had paid to use the HOT lanes within the past year. The survey showed that an overwhelming majority of drivers, 93% like having a choice for a faster trip. Additionally, most customers reported that their trips in the HOT lanes were worth the toll they paid. 

	WSDOT is required to report to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) annually on whether the express toll lanes are moving 45 mph or faster 90 percent of the time during peak periods. WSDOT reports this measure in six month increments, to align with FHWA reporting.While the express toll lanes have reduced travel times and increased speeds during peak periods in the corridor, some sections have fallen short of the legislative performance measure of maintaining speeds of 45 mph or faster 90 percent of the
	WSDOT is required to report to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) annually on whether the express toll lanes are moving 45 mph or faster 90 percent of the time during peak periods. WSDOT reports this measure in six month increments, to align with FHWA reporting.While the express toll lanes have reduced travel times and increased speeds during peak periods in the corridor, some sections have fallen short of the legislative performance measure of maintaining speeds of 45 mph or faster 90 percent of the
	CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS

	WSDOT conducts an annual survey of the users of the I-405 express toll lanes. The 2019 survey included responses from over 1,500 Good To Go! customers who had paid to use the express toll lanes within the past year. The survey showed that an overwhelming majority of drivers, 87 percent, like having the option to use the express toll lanes when they need a faster trip. Additionally, most customers reported that their trips in the express toll lanes were worth the toll they paid.
	WSDOT conducts an annual survey of the users of the I-405 express toll lanes. The 2019 survey included responses from over 1,500 Good To Go! customers who had paid to use the express toll lanes within the past year. The survey showed that an overwhelming majority of drivers, 87 percent, like having the option to use the express toll lanes when they need a faster trip. Additionally, most customers reported that their trips in the express toll lanes were worth the toll they paid.

	I-405/SR 167 Express Toll Lane Corridor
	Peak period congestion on I-405 between Renton and Bellevue is among the worst in the state. In order to provide relief to this congested corridor, the 2015 Connecting Washington transportation package allocated $1.22 billion for the I-405 Renton to Bellevue Widening and Express Toll Lanes Project. As part of the total project budget, the Legislature identified $215 million in toll revenue as a funding source for completing the project.The project will connect the I-405 express toll lane system, between Bel
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	PROJECTS IN PROGRESS
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	RentonTacomaPuyallupFifeFederalWayAuburnKentBurien5125165185091671671619999Toll pointsSea-TacAirportPugetSound
	Puget Sound Gateway Program
	The Puget Sound Gateway Program is composed of two projects: the completion of SR 167 in Pierce County, and the completion of SR 509 in King County. These projects provide essential connections to the ports of Tacoma and Seattle and will help ensure people and goods move more reliably through the Puget Sound region. The Gateway Program is the key to enhancing the state's economic competitiveness, both nationally and globally, by connecting the state's largest ports to key distribution centers in King and Pi
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	Technology and Interoperability 
	Toll interoperability is the nationwide effort to make toll passes from every state work all across the country. WSDOT is working hard to ensure that Good To Go! passes are interoperable throughout the United States.  WSDOT has joined with toll organizations from western region states to form the Western Region Toll Operators. These states have signed an agreement to ensure toll interoperability within the region so that Good To Go! passes can be used all over the west including California, Oregon and Utah.
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	TOLL FACILITIES
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	Edward Barry | Director, WSDOT Toll DivisionDecember 2019
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	Highlights from Fiscal Year 2019
	Tolling in Washington state 
	For over the last decade, Washington state has used tolling as a strategic tool to help manage congestion, enhance mobility, fund public improvement projects, and generate revenue required for ongoing operation and maintenance costs of existing facilities. Toll facilities are authorized by the Washington State Legislature, and the Washington State Transportation Commission establishes the toll rates and exemptions. The facilities noted in this report are either already in operation or authorized for tolling
	Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 current toll facilities
	• State Route (SR) 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge• SR 167 HOT Lanes• SR 520 Bridge• I-405 express toll lanes from Bellevue to Lynnwood
	• State Route (SR) 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge• SR 167 HOT Lanes• SR 520 Bridge• I-405 express toll lanes from Bellevue to Lynnwood
	• State Route (SR) 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge• SR 167 HOT Lanes• SR 520 Bridge• I-405 express toll lanes from Bellevue to Lynnwood
	• State Route (SR) 16 Tacoma Narrows Bridge• SR 167 HOT Lanes• SR 520 Bridge• I-405 express toll lanes from Bellevue to Lynnwood



	Future facilities
	• SR 99 tunnel (tolling begins on Nov. 9, 2019)• I-405 express toll lanes expansion from Renton to Bellevue• Gateway Project completion of SR 167 and SR 509
	• SR 99 tunnel (tolling begins on Nov. 9, 2019)• I-405 express toll lanes expansion from Renton to Bellevue• Gateway Project completion of SR 167 and SR 509
	• SR 99 tunnel (tolling begins on Nov. 9, 2019)• I-405 express toll lanes expansion from Renton to Bellevue• Gateway Project completion of SR 167 and SR 509
	• SR 99 tunnel (tolling begins on Nov. 9, 2019)• I-405 express toll lanes expansion from Renton to Bellevue• Gateway Project completion of SR 167 and SR 509
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	Highlights from Fiscal Year 2019
	The cost to collect a toll
	In FY 2019, it cost WSDOT an average of 43 cents to collect a toll for a trip made with a Good To Go! pass. Other methods available for customers to pay tolls, including Pay By Plate and Pay By Mail, are more expensive to collect. Customers choosing to use these more expensive payment methods pay a higher toll rate, which is intended cover the extra cost for WSDOT to collect the toll.  When looking at all payment methods, the average cost to collect was 67 cents and the average toll was $3.83. All net reven
	COST TO COLLECT TOLL PER TRANSACTION
	FY 2019Average cost tocollect tollAverage toll$3.83$0.67$0$0.50$1.00$1.50$2.00Toll Booth atTacoma Narrows BridgePay By MailShort TermAccountGood To Go!Pay By PlateGood To Go! Pass
	How the cost to collect is calculated
	The cost to collect analysis uses operating costs found in toll financial statements, which includes vendor costs for customer service and toll equipment maintenance, mailing and credit card fees, WSDOT staff and consultant work. In addition, toll traffic and revenue and customer service data are also incorporated.In order to more accurately reflect ongoing operational costs of tolling, WSDOT continues to make refinements to how the cost to collect is calculated. In FY 2019, WSDOT removed one-time customer 
	Figure
	The business administration team (pictured above) takes WSDOT's strategic plan to heart
	The business administration team (pictured above) takes WSDOT's strategic plan to heart
	Inclusion
	One of the goal areas for WSDOT’s strategic plan is inclusion, which is rooted in developing an inclusive and diverse workforce, diversify business spending, create opportunities, and community engagement. At the Toll Division, Pani Saleh, director of business administration, has built her team with this goal area in mind.“It’s important that we reflect the communities that we serve,” she said. “Different cultures bring in different ways of communicating. We have Iran, China, Russia, and Vietnam represented

	Workforce Development and Practical Solutions
	Workforce Development and Practical Solutions
	When our new customer service operator needed to get some new RFID readers for inventory and scanning Good To Go! passes already on vehicles, Michael Severance, transportation engineer, and Robert Kopelk, lane system project engineer, put their heads together to develop a custom app that would allow for better customer service. “In the past our readers could confirm that passes were reading, but they would not display all of the information specific to Good To Go! passes,” Michael said. “Without this inform
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	WSDOT strives to provide excellent customer service for people contacting Good To Go! whether it's on the phone, via email or in person at one of three walk-in locations.WSDOT's customer relief program continues to be a success. The program makes it easier for customers to resolve a toll bill and offers first-time waiver of late fees and penalties. Nearly 55,000 customers had penalties waived in FY 2019 and WSDOT collected $2.5 million in unpaid tolls as a result of the program.
	WSDOT strives to provide excellent customer service for people contacting Good To Go! whether it's on the phone, via email or in person at one of three walk-in locations.WSDOT's customer relief program continues to be a success. The program makes it easier for customers to resolve a toll bill and offers first-time waiver of late fees and penalties. Nearly 55,000 customers had penalties waived in FY 2019 and WSDOT collected $2.5 million in unpaid tolls as a result of the program.



	3CustomerServiceCentersBellevueGig Harbor(Closed in June 2019)UniversityDistrict96,000 VISITS43,00039,00014,000
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	*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  active Good To Go! account.
	*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  active Good To Go! account.
	*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  active Good To Go! account.
	*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  active Good To Go! account.
	*Active Passes is the count of passes that have been registered to an  active Good To Go! account.
	445,000CALLS5.2 MILLIONOUTGOING EMAILS3.9 MILLIONOUTGOING PIECES OF MAIL
	Customer survey from FY 2019WAS YOUR ISSUE RESOLVED IN ONE CALL?YESNO81%19%REPRESENTATIVES PROVIDED RESPECTFUL SERVICE IN A FRIENDLY MANNERYESNO94%6%REPRESENTATIVES SPENT A SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF TIME HELPING ME RESOLVE MY ISSUEYESNO92%8%REPRESENTATIVES WERE KNOWLEDGEABLE AND ABLE TO ANSWER MY QUESTIONSYESNO87%13%
	Business plan goal: Outstanding program delivery and operation
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	Tacoma Narrows Bridge
	The summer of 2019 marked 12 years since tolling began on the eastbound span of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Tolls are a flat rate and the primary goal of tolling the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is to repay the debt for constructing the bridge. Toll revenue is also used for operations, maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation.WSDOT is on track to meet the debt repayment goal in the early 2030s.
	The summer of 2019 marked 12 years since tolling began on the eastbound span of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Tolls are a flat rate and the primary goal of tolling the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is to repay the debt for constructing the bridge. Toll revenue is also used for operations, maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation.WSDOT is on track to meet the debt repayment goal in the early 2030s.
	Looking ahead to FY 2020
	The tolling equipment on the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is nearing the end of its usable life. The Toll Division is in the midst of a procurement process to replace this aging infrastructure.For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/TNBTolling. 
	SR 16 REVENUE VS EXPENSES FY 2019

	0100 MActualsProjectedExpenses 2Revenue 11 Only includes tolling revenues.2 Expenses exclude civil penalty, preservation, and transponder costs.
	SR 16 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FY 2019
	TNBTotal Revenue$85.5 M18%1%$14.1 M$70.8 M83%Toll Operations$543,195FacilityMaintenanceRevenue Availablefor Debt Payment, Insurance, and Capital Improvements
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	SR 520 REVENUE VS EXPENSES FY 2019
	0100 MActualsProjectedExpenses 2Revenue 11 The revenue forecast only includes toll revenue. The expense forecast includes toll collection O&M costs, CSC Procurement costs, Roadway O&M costs, Credit Card Fees, and Bridge Insurance Premiums, and excludes transponder inventory costs.         2 Consistent with the values reported in the WSDOT ﬁnancial statements for the facility. The revenue only includes toll revenue. The expenses exclude transponder inventory costs and toll lane system and facility periodic r
	SR 520 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FY 2019
	SR 520Total Revenue25%75%$96.1 M$21 M$72.8 MToll Operations$2.1 MFacilityMaintenanceRevenue Availablefor Debt Payment, Insurance, and Capital Improvements1%
	The 1.4 mile SR 520 Bridge is the world’s longest floating bridge. In addition to generating revenue, SR 520 tolls adjust throughout the day to manage congestion in the corridor. SR 520 bridge toll rates vary by time of day and on weekends. WSDOT is on track to raise $1.2 billion in revenue for the SR 520 Bridge fund.For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/520.
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	Average paidweekday trips84,000
	Increase of 3,000 trips each weekday compared to FY 2018
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	Average weekday transit boardings22,200
	Figure
	Average weekday vanpool trips440
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	Good To Go! rate (peak period)$4.30
	Express Toll Lanes
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	SR 167HOT Lanes Project
	SR 167HOT Lanes Project
	SR 167HOT Lanes Project


	    04 MActualsProjectedExpenses 2Revenue 11 Only includes tolling revenues.2 Total expenses less Preservation and Transponder costs
	    04 MActualsProjectedExpenses 2Revenue 11 Only includes tolling revenues.2 Total expenses less Preservation and Transponder costs
	SR 167 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FY 2019

	SR 167 REVENUE VS EXPENSES FY 2019
	SR 167 REVENUE VS EXPENSES FY 2019

	The HOT lanes have met the intended goals of the pilot project to help manage traffic and provide a reliable option for users in the SR 167 corridor. The HOT lanes also have the added benefit of steady revenue generation and are covering toll operating and maintenance costs. In 2019 the Legislature made the SR 167 HOT lanes permanent while extending them to SR 512. Tolls adjust dynamically based on congestion and range from 50 cents to $9.For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/SR167HotLanes. 
	Story
	Figure
	Average paidweekday trips6,000
	Increase of 200 trips each weekday compared to FY 2018
	Figure
	Average weekday transit boardings2,000
	Figure
	Travel time savingsNB 7 minutesSB 9 minutes
	Figure
	Good To Go! rate (average peak period)$3.90
	SR 167 REVENUE VS EXPENSESFY 2009 -  FY 2019

	“I am impatient with being stuck still in traffic. HOT lanes make it possible to move.That it's an option for a faster commute. That it's free when HOV and the FlexPass is easy to use.It makes my commute faster. It also helps our environment keeping less cars on our roads.1) Super fast 2) I drive alone 100% for work (work out of home, so never a regular time, destination or day of the week); 3) can pay a fee and am eligible for the lane.”
	“I am impatient with being stuck still in traffic. HOT lanes make it possible to move.That it's an option for a faster commute. That it's free when HOV and the FlexPass is easy to use.It makes my commute faster. It also helps our environment keeping less cars on our roads.1) Super fast 2) I drive alone 100% for work (work out of home, so never a regular time, destination or day of the week); 3) can pay a fee and am eligible for the lane.”
	“I am impatient with being stuck still in traffic. HOT lanes make it possible to move.That it's an option for a faster commute. That it's free when HOV and the FlexPass is easy to use.It makes my commute faster. It also helps our environment keeping less cars on our roads.1) Super fast 2) I drive alone 100% for work (work out of home, so never a regular time, destination or day of the week); 3) can pay a fee and am eligible for the lane.”
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	HOT LANES SPEEDS VS. GENERAL PURPOSE LANES SPEEDS FY  2019
	KentAuburnHOT LANESGENERAL PURPOSE LANESSumnerPuyallupRenton16751651818410405 PH PH PH PH
	The opening of the direct connector helped keep traffic moving between SR 167 and I-405, which created additional demand on the general purpose lanes and HOT lanes. WSDOT continues to monitor this growth in demand, and study adjustments to the algorithm to respond faster to increasing congestion.
	The opening of the direct connector helped keep traffic moving between SR 167 and I-405, which created additional demand on the general purpose lanes and HOT lanes. WSDOT continues to monitor this growth in demand, and study adjustments to the algorithm to respond faster to increasing congestion.

	NORTHBOUND AUBURN TO RENTON= 19 MPH FASTER
	NORTHBOUND AUBURN TO RENTON= 19 MPH FASTER

	SOUTHBOUND RENTON TO AUBURN= 17 MPH FASTER
	SOUTHBOUND RENTON TO AUBURN= 17 MPH FASTER
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	I-405Express Toll Lanes
	I-405Express Toll Lanes
	I-405Express Toll Lanes


	In FY 2019, the I-405 express toll lanes between Bellevue and Lynnwood continued to meet the intended goals of providing a faster, more predictable trip, providing a choice to people and generating revenue to reinvest back into the the corridor. Tolls adjust dynamically based on congestion and range from 75 cents to $10.For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405. 
	In FY 2019, the I-405 express toll lanes between Bellevue and Lynnwood continued to meet the intended goals of providing a faster, more predictable trip, providing a choice to people and generating revenue to reinvest back into the the corridor. Tolls adjust dynamically based on congestion and range from 75 cents to $10.For more information visit wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405. 
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	Figure
	Average paid weekday trips38,000
	Figure
	Average weekday transit boardings7,600

	I-405 REVENUE VS EXPENSES FY 2019
	 035 MActualsProjectedExpenses 2Revenue 11 Only includes tolling revenues.2 Expenses exclude civil Penalty, capital improvements, and transponder costs.
	I-405 REVENUE VS OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FY 2019
	I-405Total Revenue$33.1 M31%60%$10.5 M$19.6 MToll Operations$3 MFacilityMaintenanceRevenue Available for Capital Improvements9%
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	Travel time savingsNB 12 minutesSB 11 minutes
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	Good To Go! rate  (average peak period)$4.50
	Good To Go! rate  (average peak period)$4.50
	I-405 45 MPH METRICFY 2019

	FY 2019 45 MPH Metric79%80%FY 2015 45 MPH Metric (before tolling)52%62%Jul - DecJan - JunJul - DecJan - Jun
	“Convenience. Makes it nice in the evenings to take the 128th exit in Kirkland. And in the mornings when I’m visiting and traffic is heavy, it’s nice to be able to get south to work a little faster. Usually prefer not to use them when there’s a toll, unless I have company/a carpool.I like that it offers a non-carpool option now that children are out of the house.I like that I can spend less time in my car ”and more time with my family.
	“Convenience. Makes it nice in the evenings to take the 128th exit in Kirkland. And in the mornings when I’m visiting and traffic is heavy, it’s nice to be able to get south to work a little faster. Usually prefer not to use them when there’s a toll, unless I have company/a carpool.I like that it offers a non-carpool option now that children are out of the house.I like that I can spend less time in my car ”and more time with my family.
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	In FY 2019, the express toll lanes moved vehicles an average 16 mph faster than the  general purpose lanes during the southbound morning peak period and 18 mph faster during the afternoon northbound peak period.
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	After nearly two decades of planning and construction, the SR 99 tunnel under downtown Seattle opened to traffic on Feb. 4, 2019. The tunnel replaced the aging Alaskan Way Viaduct, an elevated structure built in the 1950s, which was seismically vulnerable. The Toll Division convened an inter-agency task force to conduct an extensive monitoring effort to measure changes in traffic and traveler behavior that occurred during and after the permanent viaduct closure, through the tunnel opening and toll-free peri
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